**Assessment Information**
Basic information about the exam.

**Exam Performance**
Illustrates your performance compared to the class averages.

**Learning Outcomes**
Shows your performance in the chosen categories used on this exam. Symbols help to quickly identify areas of strength and concern for this exam. The ones noted in yellow and red are the categories where you have the most opportunity for improvement.

**Note:** You may or may not see some items depending on what your professor chose to release with the report.

Once all of the Categories have been displayed within the report, the following pages will display the Questions within the Assessment, a color-coding system to easily identify which questions you answered correctly (green), incorrectly (red), or received partial credit (yellow). The color-coding system also applies to the Question responses.

**Note:** There are some instances where an Exam Manager may need to adjust the Scoring of the exam. If an Exam Manager chooses to Give Full Credit for a selected Question, the question number will show that you answered the question correctly; however, the response text may show in red (see above).